VIRTUAL CONTROL

OF REAL pH
Virtual design reduces the hassles of pH control.
by Gregory K. McMillan and Mark S. Sowell

N

Great Expectations and Practical Limitations

early every plant has pH control applications, even
if only a plant waste-treatment system. The performance of the pH system is important, not only from
the viewpoint of environmental regulation compliance, but also in terms of reagent consumption, direct costs
and as an indicator of upstream process problems. Additionally, pH can be critical in the process operation of crystallizers, fermenters, reactors and strippers For example, a 0.2 pH
variation from the optimum pH for a mammalian cell culture
can decrease cell growth, viability or product formation by
10%. Therefore, proper control of the pH system is an important part of profitable and safe plant operation.

In terms of hydrogen ion concentration, a pH system seeks
to achieve a degree of concentration control that is extraordinary. No other measurement offers a rangeability of 1014 (0-14
pH scale) or a resolution of 10 -7 (neutrality). While we tend
to focus on the configuration of the DCS, achieving the full
potential of the pH measurement requires exceptional attention to every aspect of the system design. Deficiencies in the
equipment, piping, valves or sensor selection or installation
can cause the system to fail miserably. However, advanced
process control and high-resolution control valves can get the
most out of the system and potentially eliminate a stage of
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Each stage in this system consisted of a static mixer, multiple reagent control valves in parallel, and the middle selection of
three pH electrodes to improve the resolution and reliability of the ﬁnal element and measurement.
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neutralization or an agitated vessel.
For pH electrodes, some plants have
established the middle selection of three
electrodes as a best practice. (See items
1-3 in the “Extra Credit” sidebar.) Many
users have moved to two electrodes, but
since the electrodes never agree, using
two raises more questions than answers
and offers no improvement in reliability
if the wrong electrode is chosen.
Manual and automated logic that
establish one electrode as the favorite
would make an interesting article. Middle signal selection, on the other hand,
is quite boring, since it inherently provides protection against a single failure
of any type, including the most insidious
of all, a failure to a value that matches
the pH set point, a very real possibility
for pH. Using the middle value can also
reduce noise and improve the accuracy
of the signal.
Since pH electrodes are a hassle,
very few are willing to take a leap
of faith into more electrodes, even
though in many cases the savings in
process efficiency and smarter maintenance would cover the installed cost in
less than year. However, an online pH
model can provide the third sensor, at
least as a demo, but this is just a small
part of the whole story. Besides identifying advanced control opportunities,
there is a vast new realm of possibilities
for testing the entire system design using a “virtual plant.”

The Art of Simulation
A virtual plant was recently used to prototype and test new advanced control
strategies for a plant waste-treatment
system. The virtual plant consists of
a first-principle dynamic model of the
pH system and the control system configuration running on the same PC.
(See items 4 and 5 in “Extra Credit”
sidebar.) The model includes component, charge and energy balances for
various types of equipment and piping
designs. The task of setting one up is a
lot less intimidating, both in terms of
numerical computation and physical
properties, than is normally associated
with high-fidelity process models if one
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The goal of this arrangement was to minimize reagent consumption by lowering the
pH set point of the in-line systems.
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This is the setup of the virtual plant running in unison with the actual plant.

focuses on simplification and attention
to details that really matter—the essence of the art of dynamic simulation.
For example, the effect of valve resolution, dip tube volume, transportation
and mixing delays are modeled because these are often the large sources
of dead time. The name of the game
with pH is to minimize the loop dead
time to minimize the excursion along

the highly nonlinear titration curve.
Process models may have hundreds
of thousand of compounds and millions
of details on physical properties, but
often assume perfect valves, perfectly
mixed volumes and perfect injection
of reagents, all of which cause a serious
underestimation of the loop dead time,
leading to erroneous conclusions and
bizarre controller tuning. (See Items 6,
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7, and 8 in sidebar.) For pH modeling
for process control of environmental
systems, about 20 acids and bases cover
about 90% of the applications. The
physical properties requirements are
much less (just molecular weight, density and dissociation constants of each
acid and base). The waste treatment systems are normally dilute enough so that
activity coefficients are not needed.

A Mystery
We tested the online pH model in a
plant waste-treatment system that had
two stages of inline pH control followed
by a tank, as shown in Figure 1. Each
stage consisted of a static mixer, multiple reagent control valves in parallel,
and the middle selection of three pH
electrodes to improve the resolution and
reliability of the final element and measurement. The big downstream tank
with three electrodes was not particularly well mixed, but still provided significant attenuation (smoothing) of the
pH oscillations from the inline systems.
There was a complex custom fuzzy logic
control system on the tank that worked,
but sometimes made changes operators
could not understand. The engineer
who implemented the fuzzy logic had
moved on, and its detailed functional-

ity was a mystery to us, let alone to those
not privy to its origin.
Seeking simplicity and the use of
standard tools, we used the virtual plant
to explore whether we could replace
the fuzzy system with straightforward
model predictive control. The goal
as illustrated in Figure 2 was to minimize reagent consumption by lowering
the pH set point of the inline systems
without causing a pH excursion in the
tank below the RCRA environmental
limit. To insure the second stage could
quickly do its job, a secondary objective
was to keep the second-stage reagent
valves at a minimum throttle position
good enough to eliminate the valve and
reagent delivery delays associated with
getting a valve off its seat and flushing
out an injector. To back up the fuzzy
logic, a kicker algorithm would step
open the second-stage pH controller
output to 50% if the second-stage pH
hit a low pH trigger point.

The Setup
Before we could effectively use an online pH model, we needed to get the
concentration right for the major strong
acid in the waste. To kill two birds with
one stone, we used a single input and
output model predictive control (MPC)

in an innovative way to adapt the concentration online. The set point and the
controlled variable of the MPC was the
reagent-to-waste flow ratio for the actual
and virtual plant, respectively. The manipulated variable of the MPC was the
strong acid concentration in the process model. The set points of the inline
pH system came from the actual plant.
Figure 3 shows this setup of the virtual
plant running in unison with the actual
plant. While a single model parameter
was used here, the multivariable capability of the MPC offers the ability to
extend the adaptation to several model
parameters.
Once the model was adapted, it offered inferential measurements of the
waste concentration for diagnostics and
provided a vehicle to prototyping many
other advanced control opportunities.
The whole virtual plant was run faster
than real time offline or just parts of the
process, such as the big tank, ran faster
than real time online.

Upsetting Experiences
The first few hours after the model was
put online, the adaptive MPC homed in
on a relatively constant concentration.
When we returned from lunch, the
plant was rocking and rolling, and the
pH system was dealing with frequent
rapid changes in waste concentration.
The kicker was activating about every
20 minutes. The MPC did a much better than expected job of chasing the acid
concentration, as shown in Figure 4.
We confirmed later that the production
unit that was the source of most of the
strong acid was having issues. A comparison of the virtual plant and actual
plant control valve positions and pH response revealed there was no flow going
through one of the second-stage reagent
valves. The problem cleared a day after
a phone call. Although not confirmed
for this case, a technician said the tiny
trim in these reagent valves had gotten
plugged.
The in-line set points in the virtual
plant were turned over to a single input
and output MPC for each stage in the
virtual plant to investigate whether the
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in the output of 50% (For more details,
see item 9 in the sidebar.). Also, a larger
filter was added to the pH trigger for the
second stage to emulate the filtering action of the attenuation tank. The result
was smoother operation and a significant reagent savings. Making the kicker
less disruptive and putting the reagent
valve optimization in the same MPC
used for tank pH control has eliminated
potentially debilitating interactions.

More Excitement for Engineers

It takes more and more interesting opportunities to get weathered engineers
excited. However, the almost limitless
The model predictive control (MPC) did a much better than expected job of
opportunities to explore advanced conchasing the acid concentration.
trol ideas make us downright tingly.
mization
was
less
important.
Since
an
For example, tests have shown model
MPC could replace the fuzzy logic control. The second-stage MPC did a good MPC had been demonstrated to per- predictive control can make fine and
job of holding a tank running 10 times form similar functions, it is expected coarse split-ranged reagent valves just
real time at a minimum pH. The first- the MPC should be able to do better a distant memory—or nightmare) (See
stage MPC had difficulty keeping the than an integral only valve position con- item 8 in the sidebar). The reagent savsecond-stage reagent valves exactly at a troller. (For more details, see item 8 in ings in environmental systems are potentially big, since a lot is left unknown,
specified minimum position because of the sidebar.)
The kicker algorithm was made and the loops don’t get as much atteninteraction with the second-stage MPC
and kicker. Fortunately, the secondary smarter by incrementing the output by tion as the more up-front and glamorobjective of reagent valve position opti- 0.5% per second instead of a single step ous applications in production units.
Besides picking the relatively
low-hanging
fruit in waste treatEXTRA-CREDIT READING
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figuration, and training of operations
and technical support groups for these
opportunities.
A design criterion dating back to the
1960s cited one stage of neutralization
is needed for every 2 pH units the influent is away from the pH target. Each
stage was considered to be a well-mixed
vessel with a minimum residence time
of 10 minutes and a turnover time of
less than 0.5 minutes. The guideline
also recommended the tanks have significantly different residence times to
prevent resonance. An influent at 1 pH
and a target of 7 pH would necessitate
three vessels with set points of 3, 5, and
7 pH. For a large waste flow (e.g., 1,000
gpm), the minimum residence time
translated to large operating volumes
(10,000, 50,000 and 250,000 gallons)
and agitation power requirements.
The installed cost of such a system can
be several million dollars.

The criterion ignored practical problems in reagent injection and valve design that could cause failure to meet
performance objectives despite a large
capital investment. A virtual plant can
show how advanced control and multiple high-resolution control valves
can enable an inline pH system (e.g.
static mixer) and a single vessel to replace the three well-mixed vessels for
this case and reduce the project cost
by 50% or more.
Using a virtual plant, engineers can
try out neat stuff such as:
1. Elimination of the split-ranging
of acid and base valves;
2. Translation of the controlled variable from pH to reagent demand
for excursions to the steep portion
of the titration curve;
3. Identification of titration curves;
4. Diagnostics of production unit
problems;

5. Inferential measurements of concentrations and pH;
6. Optimization of totalized flow
ratios of reagent to influent
streams;
7. Translation of the controlled variable from batch pH to rate of
change of reagent demand for linearization and bi-directional selfregulation;
8. Full throttle set point response of
a reagent demand controller (See
item 10 in sidebar).
Virtual discovery is a reality for pH
control systems, (See item 11 in the
C
sidebar).
Go to www.controlglobal.com/
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